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INTRODUCTION
League of Empires is a massive multiplayer, real time strategy war game where players can
enjoy earning crypto in a stimulating and adrenaline-filled environment.
Our vision is to develop the first and most popular MMORTS game on blockchain where millions
of players can turn their passion for gaming into real income. We are on a journey to evolve the
blockchain gaming industry and to build the future of play-and-earn gaming world where gamers
can play a game in which they have a full control on battles, while simultaneously earn and trade
as part of a free and open economy. Such great goal requires constant focus, and we plan to
evolve the future of NFT gaming by demonstrating the best results in the following areas:
Blockchain first ever MMORTS: League of Empires will offer an interactive 3D gameplay where
players will build their Empires from the scratch with Real Time Control & Strategy. We plan to
combine world building, smart strategy, amazing graphics, NFTs trading, and a great feature of
alliances & leagues in the gameplay that players will enjoy for years.
Play-and-Earn: There will be a very large economy in the game where players can earn crypto
tokens and trade their NFTs. Players will have a control on their decisions and strategies, and they
can choose how to play and what items to trade. Players will also be able to mint NFTs.
Incentives for community: We believe that the community should also be rewarded for its neverending support and the value it brings to the game. Hence, we shall reward the community for
their efforts in the growth of the ecosystem and to empower and motivate them to contribute to
the long-term success of the project.
Easy to learn and play: While there are a lot of strategies to deploy in the game to excel and
rank on top of the leaderboards, the mechanics itself are aimed to be kept as simple as possible.
So, that players spend more time evolving the game rather than learning the game.

NFTs
NFTs will be unique elements that will be used in the game. In League of Empires there are five
kinds of NFTs which are owned and operated by players. NFTs will be classified in the form of
Tiers and Levels and rarity. These NFTs always remain assets of players and cannot be lost in
battles. They are:

LAND
The land, in the form of an island in the metaverse, is the first and foremost element of the game.
On the island, you can gather resources, build your own workshops for artilleries, have war
academies to better train your troops for ranking higher in levels. It also helps you increase your
economic welfare which in turn will increase your token earning capacity. There are two types of
islands in leauge of Empires:
a. Type A:
This island is an NFT. This is the main ground, and this island cannot be captured by any other
player. It is a NFT which you own, and you can sell or rent this island on your own accords.
b. Type B:
These islands are generated within the game as you progress and level up. These islands are not
NFTs. These islands can be captured by players during battles. Once a player captures 10 islands
in the game, the 11th capture automatically turns into a Type A island. This means, it becomes a
NFT which the player can either use in the game depending upon their strategy or sell or rent on
the marketplace.

ARTILLERY
Artillery are weapons which players will be able to deploy on battlefields to increase chances of
winning and earning higher rewards. There are 10 different types of artilleries each with their
own specific purpose and function.
a. Standard catapult: For throwing stones at long distances.
b. Fire catapult: For throwing fireballs at long distances.
c. Ballista: For throwing a big arrow along with multiple small arrows at long distances. It also
serves as anti-arrow system of opponent’s army as it destroys incoming arrows before they reach
the army units. Also effective against catapult stones.
d. 3-cupped catapult: For throwing multiple stones at enemy units to do more damage.
f. 3-cupped fireball catapult: For throwing multiple fireballs at a time at distances to do more
damage.
g. Scorpion: For slowing down the advancement of the opponent’s army.
h. Flame thrower: It is used to spit flames of fire which can do damage to all kinds of troops
regardless of their armor.
i. 3-scale ballista: Can destroy oncoming arrows at a bigger scale and also effective against
opponent’s ballista. Also, does 3x damage when used for attack.
j. Hagsut Tower: This has two types of artilleries in it. One is a ballista, and the other is a catapult.
Used to first destroy the incoming arrows and then launch an attack with catapult at the
opponent’s army units.
h. Thigsaw Tower: Is comprised of 3 different types artilleries. A flamethrower, scorpion and a
fireball catapult. It has a mix of defense and attack. Especially useful to protect the most precious
and vital units

h. Serteg Tower: Is comprised of 3 different types of artilleries. A flamethrower, a scorpion, and a
fireball catapult. It has a mix of defense and attack. Especially useful to protect the most precious
and vital units.

ARTILLERY FACTORY
These factories are used to mint artilleries
such as ballista, catapult etc. Players will be
able to use these minted NFTs in gameplay
or sell on the marketplace. There are 3 types
of weapons factories in League of Empires.
The difference between them is what kinds
of artilleries they can mint, how much time
they need to mint and how many resources
are needed by each factory to mint these
artilleries. $LEMP token will be needed to
mint NFTs
Players can speed up the minting processes
by spending in game Diamonds (not a
crypto currency).
Players can also build their own factories if
they are at certain levels and have certain
number & types of resources.

WAR ACADEMIES

These are used to train army troops faster so that they can level up and rise higher in ranks and can
participate in different leagues and gameplay levels.
Troops will level up as they progress in the game, but the progression will be very slow and only a
certain number of troops can be raised higher in ranks without the war academies.
With war academies, troops can level up faster and their performance on the battlefield will increase
significantly adding to the competitive advantage over opponents. To participate in certain leagues,
the army troops will need to be on certain levels and ranks. War academies makes this process
faster.
Players can also build their own factories if they are at certain levels and have certain number &
types of resources. $LEAG tokens will be needed to mint War Academies.

LEAGUES
League of Empires is a multiplayer game where players can play against each other and deploy
different strategies and politics to grow up in ranks and expand their empire. Therefore, the
concept of leagues is just the right fit for game. Players in leagues earn higher rewards and
unlock more in-game assets and tokens compared to players who are not in leagues. Also, there
will be tournaments in leagues which can be participated only by league members.
League owners earn a guaranteed cut of the players’ earning playing inside that league. Players
also can advance from one league to another as they progress in the game. Any player can join
any league if they meet the criteria for the league. As long as players are playing in the league,
the league owner earns a cut from their earnings. The advantage and motivating factor for players
to join leagues is higher rewards and earnings. Some of the game modes and in-game items can
be unlocked only for the players who join and play in leagues. It will be the ultimate goal of players
to join leagues and earn the most. There are 7 types of leagues in leauge of Empires.
League Type

Max. Members

Guaranteed % of earnings

Silver League

200

1%

Bronze League

150

2%

Gold League

120

3%

Elite League

100

4%

Masters League

90

5%

Champions League

75

7%

Legends League

50

10%

TOKENOMICS

VESTING SCHEDULE

ROADMAP
Sep, 2021

Q2 2022

Idea assessment and project’s
feasibility. Research, gathering
resources and team building.
Project planning, SWAT analysis
and scope's layout.

NFT Marketplace launch.

Oct - Nov, 2021

Q3 2022

Game design document and
game's architecture. 3D models,
assets and graphics. Begin game
development and early prototypes

Soft launch of an Alpha version.
Play to earn integrated.

Launch of secondary NFT
marketplace.
Closed playtesting and voting.

Q4 2022
Dec, 2021
Website design & development.
Marketplace design and building
NFT assets. Whitepaper, pitch deck,
early gameplay video.

Launch of Beta version of the game.
More features integrated.

Q2 2023
Full release of the game and all
operations of the game as a live
service with full suites of game
modes, levels and features.

$LEMP TOKEN
$LEMP is a digital native crypto currency of League of Empires game which will be used for ingame purchases and will also be the token for earnings in the game. It is a utility and governance
token. $LEMP is a BEP20 token built on the Binance Smart Chain Network.
Governance and Voting
Token holders will be able to vote on token-related proposals via decentralized governance.
The Foundation also has the right to propose items to be put to vote that are seen as positive for
the ecosystem as a whole and will perform a facilitation role in the curation of proposals that will
be voted on by all Token holders. All votes that successfully pass will be executed accordingly
and as soon as feasible given the consideration of commercial and technological limitations.

$LEMP Token’s Utility
Minting NFTs.

Various in-game activities

Buying and selling assets on Marketplace. Governance and voting.
Staking NFT rewards.

Buying packages of diamonds

CORE GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
It all starts from the land. It is here where all the resources are built. It is where treasures are kept,
and different types of troops trained. It is this land which can be turned into an empire by
strategizing, politics, diplomacy, battles, and tactics.
Players will bring their troops and artillery on battlefields to fight. Strategy and skill is important.
The game does not have automated fights hence, strategy is key. The composition of the units of
troops, their level of training, their positioning on the battlefield, selection and positioning of
artillery on battlefields, skills to anticipate and dodge, attack and defense all play a key role in the
outcome of battles.
Core gameplay in a nutshell:
• Players engage in battles.
• Before the battle, the attacking player can choose between capture and raiding the land.
The option to capture will require more in-game ‘Diamonds’ to engage into that battle.
• Each battle is unique, and no two battles are the same.
• Based on the outcome of battles, players earn rewards such as resources, currency, new
features unlock and upgrades.
• Players can join alliances to better defend themselves. Rewards in alliance pools are more
compared to playing solo.
• Players can participate in Leagues and tournaments where rewards are even higher.
In the end, it is all about going big or staying stagnant. The goal is to win as many battles as
possible, level up and expand the empire. Players can build their empire with their own strategies
and preferences. One player may use one strategy and the other player may use a different
strategy.

Apart from the PvP modes, players can also play in AI modes to gain some Experience Points and
in-game resources. Once players are ready, they can go full scale and play in PvP modes. In PvP
modes, bigger rewards and greater earnings will be made as players level up their troops &
artilleries, gain more experience points, rank higher in positions and increase the size of their
empire. leauge of Empires is a multiplayer game, and it encourages players to play with and
against real-world players for higher earnings and for the growth of the ecosystem.
100% Real-Time Battle Control: Real-time epic strategy battles with thousands of troops at your
command. Directly control thousands of troops alongside your artilleries, with full command of
strategy, spell casting, attack, and defense.
Stunning 3D graphics: This game is the first ever MMO RTS game on the blockchain which offers
a gaming experience in 3D.
Strategic Alliances: Unite with friends and take on other Alliances in the weekly Season
leaderboard and gather your collective strength to take on new challenges each day. Players who
want to reap great rewards and want to be remembered in our Hall of Fame will want to join an
Alliance. Alliance will allow players to form up together to engage in Alliance wars and win
amazing rewards which will be distributed proportionately. Alliance offer players access to unique
perks which will help them on the battlefield, and these are only accessible to its members.
Mint and Grow your Artillery Collection: Mint NFTs using weapons factory. These artilleries can
be used in battlefields or can be sold on the marketplace.
Build the Ultimate Empire: Capture lands and build your fantasy empire as you take on other
players in the most captivating action strategy MMO RTS on blockchain!

CRYSTALS

DIAMONDS

This is a free in-game currency which
players acquire as they do certain tasks
and achieve certain milestones.
Different activities in the game will
require spending certain number of
crystals. Apart from earning crystals by
doing certain activities, their earning is
also time-based. Means, players earn
crystals automatically for free with the
passage of time as they play the game.

Diamonds are a premium in-game
currency which can be earned by
performing certain tasks in the game
and achieving certain milestones.
Different upgrades and in-game
behavior and progression will require
certain number of diamonds. Diamonds
are earned in the game based on
performance or they can also be
purchased with $LEMP tokens.
Diamonds are more rare than crysals.

ARMY

Militia

Pikemen

Swordsmen, easier to train and useful
for melee combat.

Troops with spears. Effective for
defense and alongside other troops.

Archers

Cavalry

Troops with bows and arrows. Useful
for attacking at long distances.

Troops on horses. Useful for fast
charges and agility.

Grenadiers
Troops with arrows loaded with
explosive fireballs.

LEVEL SYSTEMS
In League of Empires, we are coming up with a unique levels system for players. Land, Artillery,
War academies, Artillery factories and army troops each will have levels. It starts from level 1
and goes all the way up to level 60. Power, precision, agility, endurance, and health all will
increase with levels.
Players will be rewarded with great rewards when their scores reach qualifying thresholds. And
levels are what help to reach higher score targets. Also, as players level up, new features will be
opened, and more modes will be unlocked to make the progression more fun and challenging
and to make the game interesting rather repetitive. For example, a level 1 Archer will be very
weak when they begin their journey in League of Empires, but a Level 10 Archer would have
been deployed in and fought several wars, fulfilled many quests and faced many powerful
enemies.
We believe that that the thrill of growing stronger and powerful will start to fade if the game
does not present meaningful challenges. Players can imagine a game where every time they
level up changes how the game is played e.g., new empires to conquer, new strategies to
deploy, deal with higher level enemies, and most importantly, huge rewards.
In League of Empires, every level up will provide the players with new experience every time.
There will be new powers for armies and artilleries.
Levels in League of Empires will not only represent the growth of the army and empire, but they
will also be needed to play in leagues. Different leagues will have different criteria for the levels
of land, artillery and army.
The levels system as a whole is designed to increase the quality of time spent in the game and
bring new excitement. This helps to form a community of loyal players which is crucial to game’s
ecosystem growth and sustainability.

BATTLE MODES
AI mode: AI mode, also known as PvE mode is useful for testing the waters. They are testing
grounds. Players can advance in AI modes to gather more resources, earn Experience Points,
crystals and diamonds. Losing in AI modes will not affect the rankings.
PvP mode: In this mode, players will be able to fight with other real time players. The attacking
player can decide which land to attack. Losing in PvP modes will decrease the winning rates.
Alliances: Players can also form alliances and make diplomatic relations with other empires. There
will also be tournaments in which only alliances can participate.
Leagues: The ultimate goal of players will be to play in leagues for maximum rewards and
earnings. There are 7 types of leagues each with their own criteria for participation. Qualified
players can play in leagues and advance from one league to another.
RAID & CAPTURE: Attacking player can decide between raiding a land or capture it. Only type B
lands which can be captured in the game. Type A lands are NFTs and they always remain a
property of player. If raid option is selected, then upon winning the battle, the attacking player
will loot some of the crystals and other treasures. If capturing option was selected by the attacking
player at the time of attack, then upon winning, the attacking player will capture the type B land.
If attacking player loses, then the opponent will get some of the in-game treasures from the losing
player. After the battle, there will be a cool off period, in which no new battles can be fought. This
cool off period can be shorted by spending in-game currency ‘Diamonds’.

A SPECIAL FEATURE OF RENTING LANDS
Players will have the option of renting their lands if they have an excess or are not in the mood
of playing the game. This way, the investment can still generate passive income and players who
cannot afford to buy lands will still be able to play the game by renting the land.
Land can be given on rent for 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month and 3 months at a time.

MINT NFTs
$LEMP token will be required to mint NFTs. This is to prevent bots from flooding the market.
NFTs can be minted only on qualified game behavior. Such as, the type of level, number of
resources, Experience Points, and other different in-game criteria.
Players will be able to mint Land, Artilleries, War academies and Leagues.
In the beginning, a limited number of NFTs will be released for early backers to purchase. Later,
players will be minting the NFTs which they can sell on marketplace. This will create a
sustainable loop of supply and demand and will help the game evolve.
Minting NFTs is also a part of the “Play-to-earn” mechanism in League of Empires. Besides
earning $LEMP tokens with qualifying game behavior such as achieving certain milestones,
players will also be able to earn more by minting NFTs. These NFTs can be sold on marketplace
and can yield instant returns to the players.

Play-to-earn and & Earnings from League of Empires
There are multiple ways that owners can earn from League of Empires. We will also have systems
to avoid bad faith actors from flooding the market to ensure that legitimate players and their
assets maintain their value over time.
$LEMP token forms a critical part of helping build a sustainable play-to-earn economy and protect
against bots. Therefore, $LEMP tokens will be required to mint NFTs.
105,000,000 $LEMP tokens will be set aside in a rewards pool which distributes the token to
players depending on qualifying game behaviors.
Play-to-earn: Players will earn $LEMP tokens in the game based on their qualifying behavior.
Monthly leaderboard prizes: Each quarter on the last day of the month at 00:00 UTC, players who
will be in the top positions in their leagues will earn extra rewards including $LEMP tokens. It starts
from 100 $LEMP tokens from Silver Leagues and goes all the way up to 10,000 $LEMP tokens for
Legend Leagues.
NFT minting: Players can mint artilleries, war factories, land, and leagues which they can sell on
the Marketplace.
The game also encourages players to engage in battles and capture Type B lands from other
players. Each 11th Type B land which is captured automatically becomes a Type A land which is
basically a NFT. Players can then either use this land in their own gameplay strategies or sell it on
the Marketplace.

Renting Land: Players can also rent their Type A lands to other players. With the passage of time,
the prices of NFTs will increase and players who won’t be able to afford these lands can get them
on rent.
Daily token rewards: A small portion of $LEMP tokens will be distributed on daily basis to players
who play the game. This may require players to reach certain progressions and complete some
tasks and quests or do some other qualifying game activities.
Our intention is also to reward dedicated players based on how actively they play or have played
in the past. Examples of play behavior (or criteria) that will be incentivized:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Playtime (e.g., amount of energy used).
Account level progression.
Account history (activity in the past week).
Completion of daily quests.
Amount of Experience Points gained
Winning records.

Community rewards: Community is vital for the success and growth of the ecosystem with their
contribution. A portion of $LEMP tokens is also set aside for community rewards for added
benefits. Rewarding activities are difficult to quantify but they add a significant value to the game
and game economy, such as referring a friend or managing the community.
Providing rewards to the entire game community makes the game better not just for its regular
players but for the entire network. It also facilitates to make the game as successful as possible.
Some of the examples of community rewards include, liquidity mining, bonus rewards, airdrops,
referrals, content creation and participation in the project, competition rewards and partnerships.

Why MMO RTS?
MMO: A massively multiplayer online game is an online game with large numbers of players on
the game server. MMOs can enable players to cooperate and compete with each other on a large
scale, and sometimes to interact meaningfully with people around the world.
RTS: Real-time strategy (RTS) is a genre in video games that do not progress incrementally in
turns, but allow all players to play simultaneously, in "real time". By contrast, in turn-based strategy
(TBS) games, players take turns to play.
RTS games also involve management as a macro level. Such games deal with a player's constant
need to manage and maintain individual units and resources on a fine scale. On the other hand,
it also refers to a player's management of economic expansion and large-scale strategic
maneuvering, allowing the player time to think and consider possible solutions. RTS games
involve the use of combat tactics involved in the present and considers the greater scale of the
game in an attempt to predict the future.
Crypto market is flooding with “play-to-earn” games and most of them follow the same path i.e.,
RPG, TBG or auto battling games. In such games, in many cases, it leads to a mindless labor where
players and often bots join to mint some tokens. This is not good for the game’s long-term
success.
As humans, we are social and like to interact with other people. MMO games allow people to
come together and play “digitally” as groups or teams or just against each other. Incorporating
RTS in League of Empires is to ensure that bots do not manipulate the market and real players will
play the game. This is part of the bigger goal to increase the value of the game overtime while
maintaining a sustainable growth where players can make their own decisions and play in real
tournaments and leagues and rise on top of the ranks using strategies on which they have a
control rather than decided by AI.

We did not want to just bring another “play-to-earn” game to the market. There are plenty
already. Our core goal is to bring something different in the market. A game which rich graphics
and a game where players have a control on their tactics and metaverse building. In almost all
crypto games now-a-days, a player has control over the only one single powerful unit, called
"hero" or "champion". In such games, players can even find various friendly and enemy units on
the map, however, these units are computer-controlled, and players usually don't have direct
control over their movement and creation; instead, they march forward along set paths. In such
games, tournaments and leagues do not truly give players an experience where they feel
empowered because they often play the same repetitive games and levels.
In League of Empires, we are bringing a concept of tournaments and leagues following the
principles of RTS where players strategize and play with their own formation and decisions. In
RTS gaming world, tournaments have been held for both StarCraft and Warcraft III since their
1998 and 2002 releases. The games have been so successful that some players have earned
over $200,000 at the Warcraft III World Championships. In addition, hundreds of StarCraft II
tournaments are held yearly, as it is becoming an increasingly popular branch of e-sports. In
League of Empires, we have set aside special rewards pool for players who play in leagues and
win competitions. This encourages players to truly enjoy the essence of a MMO RTS game as
compared to turn based or auto battle games.
The blockchain gaming is still in its early stages and there is a lot of room for improvement. The
market is also overall highly fragmented unlike PC, Android and iOS platforms where few games
dominate most genres. This fragmentation allows lots of room for new entrants to break in and
completely disrupt the market. League of Empires will become a name in blockchain gaming as
a true and most popular MMORTS game for years to come.

Revenue model
League of Empires operates the game as a service. To achieve the vision of long-term growth
and sustainability, we have also incorporated a monetization model in the game.
There are 3 primary revenue streams for League of Empires:
Primary sales: League of Empires will sell some content of the game as NFTs to early backers in
founders sale. These will be limited editions and with limited quantity. These NFTs include Land,
Artilleries, War academies, Artillery factories and Leagues. Quantities available for purchase on
primary marketplace will be decided later.
Secondary sales (trading fees): League of Empires will take a % fee from all secondary
transactions of NFTs. The fee will be kept to 2% to 3% of the transaction. This is our primary
driver of revenue in the long-term and will help fund operational expenses, maintenance,
community management and growth.
In-game purchases: There will be some in-game purchases for the players even though they
will be kept to minimal. Examples includes, buying packages of diamonds and different in-game
activities. Exact details will be decided later.
The game will not have in-game ads, as they affect the user experience. The game will be free
from any third-party ads.

Technology & Growth Strategy
The game will be first launched for PCs and MacOS and then later for mobile devices. For
blockchain technology, we decided to go with Binance Smart Chain because of its popularity
and low gas fees. Although we are also considering cross-chain possibilities.
We have 3 in-house game developers and 1 3D artist and 1 UI designer. But this is not enough
to make the game in time. Therefore, we are in contact with other gaming studios from UK,
Ukraine and Poland. We are discussing about the scopes and budgets, and we have options on
the table. They have tremendous experience building strategy games and their experience and
team will also be utilized to expedite the workflow.
For growth, we shall focus on social-driven acquisition, community driven growth, affiliate
programs, influencer marketing, streamer rewards, competitions, and paid promotion. One of
the biggest factors in the growth of the game is players’ retention. This why, we have
emphasized heavily also on the gaming experiences so that players do not get bored so easily
and keep evolving their gameplay. One of the best aspects of strategy games is that players
have a control on the outcome and they do not play in the same repetitive battles and levels.
Bringing new excitement as players play the game is an essential part of game’s growth which
we believe will also contribute to the sustainability and growth of the ecosystem.

THANK YOU
League of Empires is the first MMORTS game on the blockchain. It
offers players an exciting experience with quality graphics. A game
where players can combine their skills and strategy to win rather than
playing in AI controlled battles. League of Empires is a massive
multiplayer online game with real time controls to make the game as
interesting as possible.
The game is a Play-to-earn game and it promotes financial freedom
in which players can own their game assets as NFTs and also mint
them.
We invite you to be a part of the journey of this gaming project. A
game like you have never seen before on blockchain. Engage in
blockchain’s first ever MMORTS game and win real rewards along the
way!
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Matti Huhtala
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Minna Lehtisaari
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Madis Brenberg
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3D artist

Blockchain developer

Edith Bauer

Matīss

Graphics & UI designer

Game developer

DISCLAIMER
The information in this document is not complete and may be changed. This is not an offer to sell
or purchase securities. The tokens being discussed here have not been registered under any
federal or state securities laws. This whitepaper contains (and our officers and directors may make
from time-to-time) forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be identified by
words such as: “anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “goal”, “seek”, “believe”, “project”, “estimate”,
“expect”, “strategy”, “future”, “likely”, “may”, “should”, “will”, and similar references to future
periods. Forward-looking statements are neither historical facts nor assurances of future
performance. Instead, they are based only on our current beliefs, expectations, and assumptions
regarding the future of our business, future plans, and strategies, projections, anticipated events
and trends, the economy and other future conditions. Also, certain features and products discussed
in this document has not been developed yet. They are currently planned, but plans may be
changed. Because forward-looking statements relate to the future, they are subject to inherent
uncertainties, risks, and changes in circumstances that are difficult to predict and many of which
are outside of our control. Our actual results, functions, features, and financial condition may differ
materially from those indicated in the forward-looking statements. Therefore, you should not rely
on any of these forward-looking statements. No part of the Website, the Project or the Materials
should be considered to be business, legal, financial, investment, or tax advice, or advice of a
broker regarding any matters to which all or any part of such information relates. You should
consult your own legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisors regarding any such information
and always do your own research before investing.

